
International call for an antifascist and anticapitalist demonstration in Lyon the 17 of 
December

The antifascist group of Lyon and the antifascist coordination of Rhone Alpes call to big 
international and antifascist demonstration in Lyon. 

All over the world, fascists are  gaining ground. Everywhere fascists and their organizations 
multiply their actions, their demonstrations of strength and their crimes.
In Charlottesville, the white supremacism, first vector of attacks in the USA killed again.
In the Mediterranean, the sinister C-STAR led (has led) a hunting on ships who help those who seek 
to escape misery and war. 
In Waza, Cameroon or in Barcelona, the fascist-obscurantist organization Daesh continues its 
campaign of terrorism.
In Kurdistan and in the Turkish state, the fascist regime of Erdogan continues its pursuit against 
opponents, imprisoning those who fight for freedom.
In Kurdistan and in the Turkish state, the fascist regime of Erdogan continues its pursuit of 
opponents, imprisoning those who fight for freedom.
No region of the globe is spared. (?)
They take advantage of the worsening social misery growing up, international tensions as repulsive 
scavengers.
Everywhere they advance masked, claiming to be defenders of the people, of the oppressed and 
exploited ones. Everywhere they pour out their torrents of repugnant, xenophobic, reactionary, 
obscurantist and racist discourses. They gain influence, become powerful and unavoidable political 
forces.
Everywhere they encourage the division between the oppressed and the exploited, to draw them 
against each other, according to their origins, their religions, their genres, their sexualities.
The fascists are by no means the friends of the exploited. They are the servants of the exploiters. 
Their sponsors use them to sow reactionary chaos, to instill hatred. Their hope is to gain power to 
establish an Order serving the exploiters, the profiteers.
White Suprematists, Identitarians, Neo-Nazis, Fascists, obscurantists, all walk hand in hand to crush 
the exploited and the oppressed. They are by no means liberators, they are the enemies of the 
people, of the workers.
They walk in our streets, believing themselves masters.
But they are mistaken, and we will show it to them!

We call for this event because everywhere the threat comes to fruition. We must be many and many 
to answer!

We want to face up, fight by foot and hunt the fascists of Lyon.
We want to denounce the fact that they are lackeys of the exploiters.

The Gale (Groupe Antifasciste Lyon et environs) is part of a popular anti-fascism independent of 
the state, the institutions, the electoral parties. We can not give credit to the markets of dupes 
proposed by those who have no other desire than to take the place of our executioners or to bring 
back wisely those who are fighting.
We can not separate the struggle against fascism from the struggle against exploitation and 
capitalism. Our task is to fight both.
Many, united and solidary: all against fascism and capitalism on 17 December 2017 in LYON
More information on the Facebook of the "Groupe Antifasciste Lyon et environs".




